MyLife: The Google of People Search
Ever wonder just how many people use social media? It’s estimated that a total of 900
million people are currently connected to some sort of social media platform. That’s a lot
of people and with the list of social media networks growing daily, finding someone could
prove to be a real challenge.
Sure, you could Google them, but that would mean tons of web pages to sort through and
tons of time spent trying to find an email or phone number. When it comes to people
search, MyLife offers a unique solution unlike any other social media hub available.
The Los Angeles Business Journal states that, “MyLife.com, Inc. is a leader in what analysts
said is a large but mostly untapped market: people search. While search engines like
Google Inc. excel at finding information and web sites, MyLife focuses on finding people –
where they are and what they're up to”
And, that’s exactly how they’re helping millions of people find and maintain important
connections around the world. With over 1 billion global profiles in their database, MyLife
can help you find anyone in the U.S. Using unique features like People Search allows
members to find friends, family and classmates across a wide spectrum of social media
platforms.
With MyLife, members can see who’s searching for them and make a connection, search for
new contacts and check Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn from one central location. Whether
you’re on your laptop or mobile, those features are readily available to make connecting
with others convenient.
Not to mention, MyLife is one of the fastest growing social networks to date and is
outpacing Twitter and LinkedIn in registrations. With over 60 million members and 2.5
million more joining per month, Venture Beat calls MyLife “the biggest social site you’ve
never heard of”. However, they are quickly building an audience fit to rival the likes of
industry giants like Twitter and Facebook.
Whereas other social media sites are user generated and often offer limited profile views,
MyLife offers members flexible search options and service worthy of a subscription fee.
Unique and intelligent search in high demand search categories along with a one of a kind,
custom built database are what set MyLife apart from the competition. In fact, their
database covers 100% of the U.S. adult population.
MyLife is the most effective and efficient way to connect with the people in your life. With
over 1 billion global profiles available, networking has never been more convenient. Sign
up for your free profile at http://mylife.com and start connecting today.

